Product Guide

Primers, Waxes & Sealers

Marmorino Fine
3rd Coat

0.35kg

1st Coat

0.70kg

15L

15L

194X2030-7.3KG

194X2030-22KG

3
over
class 3/4
substrate

Marmorino Naturale

2nd Coat

4

12

0.70kg

1st Coat
2
over
class 3
substrate

0.60kg

0.50kg

3rd Coat

194X2040-7.3KG

194X2040-22KG

2nd Coat

Marmorino Carrara

3rd Coat

0.60kg

4

12

Best non textured grade for rougher surfaces.
Carrara or Tonachino can also be used as basecoats
over less than smooth surfaces where Marmorino Fine
or Naturale are desired.

0.50kg

l
5L

The coarsest product in the range producing a range
of Textured (hand crafted) finishes such as “Travertine”,
“Cut Stone” and “Raw Concrete”.

15L

5L

15L

194X2044-22KG

194X2070-8KG

194X2070-24KG

2
over
class 3
substrate

2
over
class 3
substrate

Coarsest product in the range producing a range of
Textured (hand crafted) finishes.
Available only as a pre-packaged factory tinted
colour: RAW CONCRETE.

5L

194X2082-7.3KG

15L

194X2082-22KG
GREY

5L

194X2083-7.3KG

15L

194X2083-22KG

5L

194X2075-8KG

15L

194X2075-24KG

3rd Coat

0.50kg

1st Coat

0.90kg

2
over
class 3
substrate

4

Tonachino

2nd Coat

12

12

Due to its high film build allow for extended drying
times between application and finishing.
As with all Venetian Plaster products, trowel
finishing must be completed after the material has
firmed but not completely dried.

1.10kg

2nd Coat

0.45kg

1st Coat
3
over
class 4/5
substrate

4

Concrete Stucco

0.40kg

3rd Coat

0.35kg

1st Coat

0.90kg
3.5

Raw Concrete
2nd Coat

This guide presents an overview of Venetian Plaster products and typical systems applied. It is not intended to cover all aspects of coating specifications, but to give you an
overview of the key considerations in providing advice on coating options. Spread rates are typical usage rates and will vary according to surface porosity and gloss required.
For detailed product and system information refer to relevant DuSpec® data sheets.

6

1.25kg

18

11

Fine and smooth like Polished Stucco but satin-gloss
level capturing the essence of polished concrete.
2 or 3 coat system depending on level of surface
finish required and substrate condition.
For better levelling Marmorino Naturale can be used
as the first coat followed by Concrete Stucco.

Used for specialty scratch or textured finishing.

l

l

l

l

Raw Concrete

Raw Concrete

A more subdued but still featured finish simulating the
natural look of polished concrete.
Can be finished smooth and polished or trowelled to
a more natural patina.
Available only in 2 pre-packaged factory tinted
colours: LIGHT GREY and GREY.

0.60kg

As supplied (untinted) produces a neutral feature
marble tone.
Can be tinted to light shades producing a less
pronounced “speckle”.

Concrete Stucco

Concrete Stucco

LIGHT GREY

2nd Coat

Marmorino Carrara
Salt & Pepper

8 - 10

1L

194X2100-1L

1

dependant
on gloss
required

2L

N4100092-unit

1

dependant
on gloss
required

Water based surface protector supplied as a creamy paste.
The natural soap reacts with lime to produce the protective
barrier. Apply and wipe off excess to leave a natural looking
less glossy finish.

2.5L

N4100096-unit

1

dependant
on porosity

Clear, water based repellent that penetrates and seals
leaving a natural look (non glossy). Can be used as a
standalone ﬁnishing sealer or for additional system protection
prior to application of film forming glazes.

1L

194X2090-1L

2 Pack water based “Hard Sealer” for maximum abrasion
resistance used for kitchens and wet areas (not suitable for
shower recesses). Best applied with high density foam or flock
gloss paint roller.
Mix 2 parts A: 1 Part B then dilute with water in varying ratios
by coat (1st coat 1:7, 2nd coat 1:4, 3rd coat 1:3).
Clear water based protective glaze coat for exterior. Matt
Glaze may slightly alter the natural appearance of Venetian
Plaster. Thin first coat by 10% with clean water followed by
second coat.

l

EXTERIOR

1

WET AREAS

194X2000-15L

POLISH

15L

SPRAY

194X2000-5L

ROLLER

5L

VENEZI TROWEL

TYPICAL
SPREAD
m2/L
per coat

TOBACCO SPONGE

TYPICAL
NUMBER
OF
COATS

MICROFIBRE CLOTH

PRODUCT

PRODUCT
CODE

l l l

15 - 20

l

l

l

l

l

l

15 - 20

l

10 - 20

l

l l

l

5L

194X2090-5L

1.4L

N4100102-unit

1L

194X2095-1L

5L

194X2095-5L

15L

194X2095-15L

2

wet
on
wet

3

diluted
coats

2

8 - 10

dependant
on gloss
required

l

l

l

30 - 40
undiluted

l

10

l

l l

l

Essentials

0.70kg

1st Coat

194X2044-7.3KG

Tonachino

Tonachino

CARRARA SALT & PEPPER
Containing a feature marble aggregate the finish has
a distinctive speckled decorative appearance
Produces a Low sheen to Satin natural looking finish.

PACK
SIZE

INTERIOR /
EXTERIOR

l

Our most popular finish due to its versatility and ease
of finishing. Can produce a range of end looks from
highly patterned to softer more subtle styles.
It is highly recommended for all Venetian Plaster
projects that the artisan completing the works
produce his own project samples to ensure
agreement of unique style and finish.

GLAZES

5L

Quartz
Primer

18

Cera
D’Arte

6

Cera
Brillante

0.40kg

2nd Coat

*Due the fine nature of Marmorino Fine it is
recommended to apply a base coat 1 grade coarser
to aid application.
For smaller areas or highly skilled applicators,
Marmorino Fine can also be used for base coating.

Soap of
Marseille

0.45kg

Water based fluid wax emulsion best applied by tobacco
sponge (soft open cell sponge). Apply in overlapping circular
pattern until the surface no longer absorbs then remove any
excess and polish before the wax dries.
The highest gloss wax in our range.

Penetrating
Sealer

Marmorino Naturale*

Synthetic wax paste for application by wax applicator pad or
microfibre polishing cloth. Produces a gloss finish.
Our most versatile and popular finishing wax.

^Venetian Plaster products are filled and sold by weight packaged in 5L and 15L packs allowing space for mixing.
After mixing ensure the side walls of container are scraped down and sponged clean with fresh water leaving a small liquid residue on the surface to prevent caking.
DO NOT allow any dried material to be reincorporated which may cause scratches when finishing.

PRODUCT
CODE

1st Coat

l

Trinic
H12

0.35kg

l

Matt
Glaze

Polished Stucco

DESCRIPTION

17

Key coat to aid application of Venetian Plaster. Prepare bare
substrates as if for a decorative paints prior to Quartz Primer.

DESCRIPTION

5.5

*Due the ultra fine nature of Polished Stucco it is
recommended to apply a base coat 1 grade coarser
to aid application.
For smaller areas or highly skilled applicators Polished
Stucco can also be used for base coating.
Use 600 grit “wet and dry” sandpaper to clean
and hone trowel edges for best finish.

l

5L
CARRARA (Coarse Grade)
Produces a Low sheen to Satin natural looking finish.
Can be left “off the trowel” leaving a more textured
surface or hard back trowelled to a smooth but not
high polish finish.

194X2020-22KG

0.40kg

2nd Coat

3rd Coat

3
over
class 5
substrate

0.45kg

PRODUCT
CODE

15L

194X2020-7.3KG

3/4
over
class 5
substrate

Marmorino Fine*

SEALERS

5L

194X2010-20KG

1st Coat

VENETIAN TROWELS

NATURALE (Medium Grade)
Produces a Satin to Semi Gloss finish with less
finishing finesse required than Polished Stucco.
Typically is less “patterned” than Polished Stucco
and Marmorino Fine producing a more subdued and
subtle finish.
The slightly coarser nature makes Naturale the easiest
of the “polished” range to apply.

15L

194X2010-6.6KG

Marmorino

Marmorino

FINE
Produces a glossy finish similar to Polished Stucco but
is more forgiving and easier to apply.
The fine nature of the product still requires critical
attention to the levelness of the surface and technique.

5L

VENETIAN ACCESSORIES

This traditional highly polished finish is reserved for the
most experienced artisan craftsman.
The finest and smoothest product in the range
requiring the highest standard of surface preparation
and skills.

DESCRIPTION & USE

EXTERIOR

Polished Stucco

Polished Stucco

INTERIOR

PRIMERS

PRODUCT TIPS

WAXES

MAXIMUM SPREAD
m2 per 15L^

MATT GLAZE

MAXIMUM SPREAD
m2 per 5L^

(2 Coats – Avoid
water on set
down surfaces)

COVERAGE
Kg/m2
(Guide Only)

PENETRATING
SEALER
(NATURAL LOOK)

TYPICAL SYSTEM APPLIED

TRINIC H12
(WET AREAS)

TYPICAL
NUMBER
OF COATS

SOAP OF
MARSEILLE

PRODUCT CODE

CERA BRILLANTE

PACK SIZE

CERA D’ARTE

DESCRIPTION & USE

APPLICATION
l RECOMMENDED
SUITABLE
PRODUCT

PRODUCT

FINISHING WAXES AND SEALERS
l RECOMMENDED
SUITABLE

INTERIOR

...use

APPLICATOR PAD

Product Guide

Mirror-Polished S/S Finishing Trowel
Our most popular Venezi Trowel.
Range of sizes available.
N4100113-unit

COME Venezi Trwl 200x80

N4100114-unit

COME Venezi Trwl 240x100

N4100117-unit

COME Venezi Trwl 280x120

Mirror-Polished S/S Spatula
Used as a “pick-up” tool to load your trowel.
Some also use in lieu of a trowel for
application on smaller areas.
N4100126-unit COME Venezi Spatula 80mm
N4020969-unit Ox Joint Knife 102mm

Mirror-Polished S/S Finishing Trowel
Plastic Handle is preferred by some as it has
more flex but this a personal choice.
N4100115-unit

COME Venezi Trwl P240x100

Bucket (Swiss) Trowel
Stainless steel rubber handle.
Some prefer to use as their “pick up tool” to
load your trowel.
N4100120-unit COME Swiss Bkt Trwl 80mm

Mirror-Polished S/S Rhombus Trowel
Typically used for corners and angles but
some prefer to use for all finishing.
N4100118-unit

Mirror-Polished S/S Column Trowel
Used for rounding columns or curved walls.

COME Rhombus Trwl 240x120 N4100119-unit

Texturing Stamp
Used to create effects in Tonachino and Raw
Concrete by patterning while still wet prior to
final finishing / smoothing by Venezi Trowel.
N4100123-unit COME Texturing Stamp

COME Column Trwl 240x100

Wax Application and Polishing Tools

Marmorino Fine Wealth

Primers, Waxes & Sealers

Quartz
Primer

Key coat to aid application of Venetian Plaster. Prepare bare
substrates as if for a decorative paints prior to Quartz Primer.

Cera
D’Arte

Synthetic wax paste for application by wax applicator pad or
microfibre polishing cloth. Produces a gloss finish.
Our most versatile and popular finishing wax.

Cera
Brillante

Water based fluid wax emulsion best applied by tobacco
sponge (soft open cell sponge). Apply in overlapping circular
pattern until the surface no longer absorbs then remove any
excess and polish before the wax dries.
The highest gloss wax in our range.

Soap of
Marseille

Water based surface protector supplied as a creamy paste.
The natural soap reacts with lime to produce the protective
barrier. Apply and wipe off excess to leave a natural looking
less glossy finish.

Penetrating
Sealer

Clear, water based repellent that penetrates and seals
leaving a natural look (non glossy). Can be used as a
standalone ﬁnishing sealer or for additional system protection
prior to application of film forming glazes.
2 Pack water based “Hard Sealer” for maximum abrasion
resistance used for kitchens and wet areas (not suitable for
shower recesses). Best applied with high density foam or
flock gloss paint roller.
Mix 2 parts A: 1 Part B then dilute with water in varying
ratios by coat (1st coat 1:7, 2nd coat 1:4, 3rd coat 1:3).
Clear water based protective glaze coat for exterior. Matt
Glaze may slightly alter the natural appearance of Venetian
Plaster. Thin first coat by 10% with clean water followed by
second coat.

5L

194X2000-5L

15L

194X2000-15L

1L

1

8 - 10

194X2100-1L

1

dependant
on gloss
required

2L

N4100092-unit

1

dependant
on gloss
required

2.5L

N4100096-unit

1

dependant
on porosity

1L

194X2090-1L

l

DESCRIPTION
PRODUCT
CODE

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT
CODE

VENETIAN TROWELS

WET AREAS

EXTERIOR

Smooth and cool to the touch, the
colours and finishes crafted by hand
make every wall an individual
work of art.

l l l

15 - 20

l

l

l

l

l

l

Ranging from the natural beauty
and charm of Marmorino Naturale
to the highly polished elegance
of Polished Stucco, the dramatic
and timeless appeal of authentic
polished lime plaster is captured
and recreated in the Venetian
Plaster Collection.

15 - 20

5L

194X2090-5L

1.4L

N4100102-unit

1L

194X2095-1L

5L

194X2095-5L

15L

194X2095-15L

2

wet
on
wet

3

diluted
coats

2

l

10 - 20

l

l l

l

8 - 10

dependant
on gloss
required

l

l

l

30 - 40
undiluted

l

10

l

l l

l

Concrete Stucco Light Grey

Ideal for:
Interior

Essentials

VENETIAN ACCESSORIES

The Venetian Plaster Collection blends
traditional artisan craftsmanship with
contemporary style to deliver truly
distinctive and unique finishes
suitable for both residential and
commercial settings.

INTERIOR /
EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

SPRAY

POLISH

ROLLER

VENEZI TROWEL

TYPICAL
SPREAD
m2/L
per coat

TOBACCO SPONGE

TYPICAL
NUMBER
OF
COATS

MICROFIBRE CLOTH

PRODUCT
CODE

APPLICATOR PAD

PACK
SIZE

Trinic
H12

DESCRIPTION & USE

Matt
Glaze

GLAZES

SEALERS

WAXES

PRIMERS

PRODUCT

APPLICATION
l RECOMMENDED
SUITABLE

Feature areas
Retail environments
Cafés and restaurants
Reception areas

Mirror-Polished S/S Finishing Trowel
Our most popular Venezi Trowel.
Range of sizes available.
N4100113-unit

COME Venezi Trwl 200x80

N4100114-unit

COME Venezi Trwl 240x100

N4100117-unit

COME Venezi Trwl 280x120

Mirror-Polished S/S Finishing Trowel
Plastic Handle is preferred by some as it has
more flex but this a personal choice.
N4100115-unit

COME Venezi Trwl P240x100

Mirror-Polished S/S Rhombus Trowel
Typically used for corners and angles but
some prefer to use for all finishing.
N4100118-unit

Mirror-Polished S/S Column Trowel
Used for rounding columns or curved walls.

COME Rhombus Trwl 240x120 N4100119-unit

COME Column Trwl 240x100

Office spaces
Columns
Ceilings
Wet areas

(excluding floors)
(excluding shower floors
and walls, splash backs
and baths)

Exteriors
Mirror-Polished S/S Spatula
Used as a “pick-up” tool to load your trowel.
Some also use in lieu of a trowel for
application on smaller areas.
N4100126-unit COME Venezi Spatula 80mm
N4020969-unit Ox Joint Knife 102mm

Bucket (Swiss) Trowel
Stainless steel rubber handle.
Some prefer to use as their “pick up tool” to
load your trowel.
N4100120-unit COME Swiss Bkt Trwl 80mm

Texturing Stamp
Used to create effects in Tonachino and Raw
Concrete by patterning while still wet prior to
final finishing / smoothing by Venezi Trowel.
N4100123-unit COME Texturing Stamp

(check product information
regarding suitability)
Wax Application and Polishing Tools

Polished Stucco

Marmorino Fine

Marmorino Naturale

Marmorino Carrara

Tonachino

Concrete Stucco

Raw Concrete

Front Cover: Raw Concrete

Select your finish
The timeless beauty of Polished Stucco creates a
luxurious finish with an unrivalled depth and richness
of colour. The glass like lustre is crafted in 3-4 layers
which is further enhanced by a specialty wax polish.

Produces a classic natural mineral look with a glossy
finish yielding a multi coloured marble like effect.
Similar to Polished Stucco but more forgiving to finish
in 3 layers. The finish is glossy and smooth to touch.

A more subtle feature finish with designer style.
Marmorino Naturale creates a level of intrigue
equally at home in classic decor through to
contemporary commercial spaces.

Natural beauty created from a fusion of ageless lime
and marble highlights. Marmorino Carrara adds
texture with a depth of colour and mineral variation
from soft and subtle tones through to feature effects.

Individual style and creativity inspired by the look
and texture of natural stone. Tonachino offers a
world of possibilities from subtle to feature texture
styles like Dragged Travertine and Cracked Stone.

Creates a contemporary urbane style simulating the
natural look of polished concrete. Concrete Stucco
delivers a rustic tactile finish for a modernistic space.
Factory tinted in Light Grey and Grey.

Creating a modern industrial feature finish, simulating
the natural matt look of raw concrete, ideal for
commercial spaces. Factory tinted to a natural raw
concrete light grey.

Learn more at venetianplaster.com.au | Dulux Customer Service 13 23 77
®

7165/0618

Colours shown are as close as possible to actual colours and finishes can vary depending on the application. Due to limitations of your display screen
and the printing process, photographic and printed images and swatches may not represent the true colour. Refer to actual samples for exact colour and finish.
Dulux AcraTex, 1 Jeanes Street, Beverley SA 5009. Dulux AcraTex is a division of DuluxGroup (Australia) Pty Ltd. ABN 67 000 049 427.
Dulux and AcraTex are registered trade marks and Venetian Plaster is a trade mark of DuluxGroup (Australia) Pty Ltd.

